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EIGHTH AND NINTH AAF FIGHTERX ATTACK TARGETS DEEP IN GERMANY

Strong forces of Eighth and Ninth U. S. Army Air Force fighters struck deep
into enemy territory today to strafe airdromes and other ground targets in central
and western Germany and occupied territory. Pilots claimed destruction of 18

enemy planes in the air and many more on the ground. Thirty fighters have not

yet returned.
Participating in the missionwere P-47 Thunderbolts, P-51 Mustangs and P-38

Lightnings, Weather was unfavorable and manY of the fighters encountered intense

flak,
One -thunderbolt group accounted for 14 enemy aircraft, five in the air and the

others on airdromes. Col, Hubert Zemke, of Missoula, Mont., leading the group,

destroyed two He Ills on the ground and shared in the destruction of another also

on the ground. -
Capt. Fred J. Christensen, Jr., of Watertown, -Mass., bagged two of the ..

Germans-both FW 190s-that the group destroyed in the air,
A Lightning group led-by Lt. Col. George T. Crowel

,
of 4201 West Jackson

Blvd., Chicago, Ill., strafed airdromes and other targets in Germany and returned

with the following report: "Shot up 15 locomotives, 4 trucks and trailers, 3
power houses, one radio station, two. flak tower's, two factories, two planes in the

air.

2nd Lt, Arthur H. Woods, of 483 Swains Pond Aye., Melrose, Mass., who shot up

two locomotives reported: "We came in on one locomotive just as it got out of the

round house. He evidently reversed his engine and tried to get back in. His wheels

-were spinning madly until he blew up."
2nd Lt. James M. McElroy, 23, Lucerne Circle, Orlando, Fla., destroyed five

of the eleven planes knocked out on the ground' by a Mustang group.
Another Mustang group which encountered ten FW 190 s in the air destroyed seven

of them in aerial combat and got an Me 110 strafing and airdrome.
Three Lightning pilots poured-bullets into a flying boat they found, sitting on

the water of an inlet. Another Lightning pilot, Capt, Gerald Brown, two
planes in combat without hitting either plane. Attacking an Id'/ 190 at low altitude
he chased his victim until the German in trying to turn went into a spin and crashed,
Within less than five minutes Capt. Brown,encountered an He 111, fired a burst at it,
but missed. The German suddenly nosed down and crashed.

Two Thunderbolt pilots told of a train-busting incident on today’s operation,
■ They were 1st Lt. William F. Gordon, Jr,, of 524 Palm Court, Tallahassee, Fla,, and

2nd Lt, Thaddeus S, Buszko, 630 East 9th St., New York city, n, y. Lt. Gordon

reported; "Lt. Buszko and I spotted a freight train roiling along a cut. I dived
down and with Lt. Buszko following, struck the locomotive boiler which exploded, I

Opened my guns all along the train, pulled.up and looked back to see if Lt. Buszko
was doing the same thing. We circled and started in again. But this time the center

par of the trainwas burning. We dived down again with guns blazing, to repeat the

.first attack. As we both pulled up tc make a third circle, the center car blew up
in one huge orange flame, .From then on we just circled like hicks at a circus and
matched the thing go. There was one huge explosion after another, from the center
cut toward both ends.
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